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Charisma 
Charisma is often seen as an intangible concept  that unconsciously attracts a negative reaction in the world 

of business. There is a stereotypical image that a charismatic leader is ‘a confident extrovert with a big 

personality’. Even if charisma can be taught, (and many research papers indicate that you either have it or 

you don’t) the question is; how important is charisma for leadership success?

Research reported in Harvard Business Review and endorsed by the University of Lausanne concludes that 

charismatic leaders:

• Possess 60% higher leadership scores

• Build higher engagement levels

• Improves teamwork and builds strong working relationships

• Stimulate a mindset of creativity, innovation and growth

• Find it easier to attract and retain talent

• Possess high levels of resilience and mental toughness

• Enable smoother and faster implementation of successful change initiatives

Nikki Owen has created an approach that enables Leaders, Talent and High Potentials to activate more of 

their authentic charisma using her unique and impactful Charisma Model. Following 7 years of extensive 

testing and evaluation organisations will achieve the following main benefits by developing the charismatic 

potential of the leadership team:

• Impact on the organisation’s culture - a charismatic leader will create an environment where employees 

feel safe and supported. This enables them to operate from a mindset of growth. When people feel safe 

they are better equipped to engage with their job role and their organisation’s vision. When employees 

work ‘with heart and soul’ their performance improves and this heart-centred approach impacts on Net 

Promoter Scores. 

• Breaking down of silos - charisma is an authentic power that captivates the hearts and minds of others. 

When a leader is authentic they create stronger relationships, find it easier to connect with people at a 

deeper level, have courageous conversations (open, honest and truthful) that build collaboration. 

Employees feel they can let down their ‘walls of resistance’ and become more open and supportive.

• Positive impact on well-being - a charismatic leader will drive the right behaviours within the working 

environment so that every day the business gets the best version of their employees. Charismatic leaders 

enable people to thrive because their energy supports emotional well-being. It takes a lot of energy to keep 

walls of resistance in place or wear a corporate mask. When people feel safe they become more open, 

authentic and comfortable with expressing their ideas. 

“Charisma is an authentic power that captivates the hearts and minds of others.” 

Nikki Owen, Charisma Expert and Founder of The Charisma Model Programme
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Charisma - an inside out approach 
According to Milhaly Csikszentmihalyi, professor at the Druker School of Management in California, every 

moment our unconscious mind absorbs over two - ten million bits of information through our senses. 

Professor George Miller, Harvard Business School states that consciously we typically only process around 

seven chunks of this stream of information. We naturally delete, distort and generalise information as it filters 

from our unconscious mind into our conscious awareness. Consequently, every individual has a unique 

perception of the world that impacts on their thoughts and representations. As a result these representations 

impact on a person’s emotional response that affects energy, mindset and behaviour. In terms of employee 

engagement, rather than trying to change external behaviours, lasting and sustainable change can be 

created by enabling individuals to change their unhelpful internal representations (their point of power) into 

representations that support and inspire high performance. 

“Nikki is an inspiration. Through her passion and high energy for helping people find their best, she inspires 
others to achieve great things and surprise themselves about what they can do and be.” 

Collette Stone, Strategic Organisational Development Consultant, The Home Office 
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Survival or growth? 
When people are authentic and are working in an environment that allows them to thrive,they access an 

abundance of natural charisma. The Charisma Model process is based on the presupposition that everyone 

has charismatic potential that can be activated when people are being true to who they really are and find 

meaning and purpose in their work. There are five internal pillars that determine how much charismatic 

potential a leader is utilising. Drawing upon techniques at the frontiers of leadership development Nikki 

Owen’s charisma model focuses on the development and balancing of these five pillars.

Leader with low Self -Esteem                                                                

• Creates an environment of fear

• Dictatorial /bullying behaviours

• Competitive vs collaborative

• Lack of confidence

Leader with low Driving Force

• Disengaged

• Apathy / lethargic

• Distracted

• Drained / Low energy

Leader with low Sensory Awareness

• Struggles with engagement

• Aloof and unapproachable

• Alienates creative/amiable types

• Lacks perception and intuition

Leader with a lack of Compelling Vision

• Disengaged

• Uninspiring                                                                       

• Demotivated 

• Creates ‘storming’ teams                                                                  

Leader who’s Energy is out of balance                                                              

• Stressed

• Over emotional

• More prone to illness

• Negative and isolated
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Is your culture being sabotaged? 
Collaboration is a vital component to business success yet many organisations consciously and 

unconsciously promote a culture that creates barriers to co-operation. This silo culture happens where 

various individuals and departments work only with their own department and avoid interaction with other 

teams. Silos are perpetuated when employees are afraid to approach other departments and occur in 

companies where the leadership is ineffective. Silo thinking is damaging to companies because it promotes 

closed thinking, stagnates growth and leads to poor decisions. Typically employee engagement will suffer 

and this ultimately impacts on the bottom line. So how can an organisation dismantle silos and create a more 

collaborative culture?

The key to silos lies within our cellular biology. According to Dr Bruce Lipton, Stamford University there are 

approximately 70 trillion cells within our body. The cell’s intelligence is not contained within the nucleus it is 

actually the cell’s membrane that determines how each cell is activated and expressed. When we feel under 

pressure and start to experience a stressful state our body releases cortisol and adrenaline into our system 

that causes the cell to seal itself and move into a protective operating mechanism. Cells become closed silos 

protected by a wall that prevents other growth hormones from entering. Alternatively, when we feel safe and 

supported we release serotonin and oxytocin that decreases stress responsiveness and increases an 

individual’s openness towards social belonging. This chemical reaction opens the cells so they can absorb 

nutrients for growth. To put it simply; an environment where individuals feel stressed will actively encourage 

selfish, closed thinking - a silo mentality. Whilst a safe and supportive environment will actively encourage 

open, selfless thinking - a collaborative and caring culture.

“WOW! If you are looking for something completely different to anything you  have participated in before, 

which is fun, challenging and pushes you to engage in new experiences, then Nikki really is for you.”  

Martin King, Head of Relationship Management, RBS
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Indicators of survival & growth mindsets
SURVIVAL MINDSET

Indicators
GROWTH MINDSET

Indicators

Mistakes from someone who is usually efficient and 
reduced productivity

Focus on others, their team, colleagues and 
organisation as well as self

Nervous habits pacing/nail biting/compulsive talking Shares ideas and invites ideas from others

Angry, irritable, aggressive, quick to blame others High performer, takes ownership and productive

Detached and lacking in emotion Displays creative thinking

Workaholic and ‘Getting through the day’ - constant 
clock watching

Contributes at meetings and invite feedback/
contributions from others

Political and/or “Yes” man/woman mentality/back 
stabbing/focus on what others are doing wrong

Good active listener and displays empathy

Tired/minor illnesses ranging from colds, coughs, spots, 
dull skin/hair (immune system switches off)

Heart First’ walking and appears relaxed and in good 
physical shape

Sleeping too much/not sleeping - inability to relax Appear to be ‘in a state of flow’ and ‘in the zone’

Recent weight gain (particular around waist and hips) /
comfort eating/ junk food/addictions or recent weight 
loss

React positively to change and react with interest, 
curiosity and excitement

Just do their job - don’t proactively give an opinion Good team player and communicates freely

Round shouldered (carrying the weight of the world) and 
hunched. Stiff shouldered and upward slant to chin 
(defiance and holding it together)

High balanced energy, relaxed, appreciative and calm
Smile regularly, can laugh at self and learns from 
mistakes.

Negative language “these things always happen to me” No problems, only challenges and solutions

Worried about making a mistake/what can go wrong Deeply intuitive, emotionally intelligent and sensory 
aware. Present and operates in the Now

Reluctance to help others - appear insular, lonely and 
isolated  

Engaged - works with 100% commitment and goes 
beyond the expected

Social withdrawal/stressed and appears out of control or 
cries frequently/emotional

Speaks what is truly felt and is passionate and 
enthusiastic

Short term sick days Possesses a ‘can do’ attitude/empowered, confident  

Feeling overwhelmed by demands from the business Takes care of physical health and appears to be a 
person ‘in balance’

Apathy, low energy, monotone, shallow breathing,soaks 
up other people’s energy

Stimulates energy in others and appears to have 
boundless energy

Closed minded, negative and procrastinates Achieves deadlines and works fast - appears ‘effortless 

Memory loss and poor concentration Builds good relationships with others and creates a ‘feel 
good’ feeling

Headaches/ lower back pain and neck problems Upright posture, look relaxed, sparkling eyes and 
glowing skin. Have vitality
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Charismatic  leaders 
In terms of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, employees cannot feel engaged, inspired or work collaboratively 

unless they can transcend the first two levels of Maslow’s need - Safety and Security. Charismatic leaders 

are able to stimulate a growth mindset and a culture of collaboration that empowers others to perform at their 

full potential. They do this by demonstrating a growth mindset and set of behaviours that strengthen 

collaboration and growth.

When the people have to manage dangers from inside the organisation, the organisation becomes less able 

to face the dangers from outside. When employees have to protect themselves from each other in the form 

of office politics, the whole organisation suffers. But when trust and cooperation thrive internally, people pull 

together and the organisation grows stronger as a result. Systems in the human body exists to help support 

either survival or growth. If employees sense danger their defences go up. If employees feel safe among the 

people within the organisation, they are more open to trust and cooperation.

“The best speaker I have experienced in 13 years. “ 
David Adams, Chair, Vistage International (UK) 

FACTORS SURVIVAL GROWTH

Percep;on	  of	  environment Stressed	  and	  pressurised Safe	  and	  supported

Chemicals	  released Adrenalin	  and	  cor;sol Serotonin	  and	  oxytocin

Maslow’s	  needs Safety	  and	  Security Belonging,	  Esteem	  and	  Self	  
Actualisa;on

Behavioural	  focus Selfish Selfless

Impact	  on	  culture Silo Collabora;ve

Leadership	  behaviours	  that	  create	  fear/silos/selfish	  
responses

Leadership	  behaviours	  that	  create	  safety/
collaboraDon/selfless	  responses

Indecision,	  par;cularly	  during	  tough	  ;mes Speak	  truthfully	  and	  are	  honest

Cast	  blame	  on	  others Respect	  others	  viewpoint

Compe;;ve	  and	  ruthless Reliable	  and	  trustworthy

Cri;cal	  and	  judgmental Seek	  to	  understand

Sacrifices	  ‘heart’	  count	  for	  ‘head’	  count Sacrifice	  ‘theirs’	  for	  ‘ours’

Puts	  own	  interests	  first Puts	  own	  interests	  aside	  to	  protect	  others

Rewards	  individual	  performance Rewards	  team	  performance

Managerial	  acumen Leadership	  excellence

Take	  care	  of	  profits	  first Take	  care	  of	  people	  first
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Disengagement & toxic culture 

A leader’s thoughts, words and intentions for the organisation and the employees will have a tangible effect 

on the culture of their organisation and the level of engagement amongst employees.

Japanese scientist Dr. Masaru Emoto claims that the molecules in water crystals can be directly affected by 

thoughts, words and feelings. His water crystal experiments involve dividing water samples taken from the 

same source into two separate containers one labelled with positive words such as love and peace, and the 

other labelled with words associated with negative emotions such as hate, anger and war. These containers, 

and the water within them is then frozen, and the water crystals photographed under a microscope. Dr 

Emoto’s experiments appear to provide visible proof that thoughts, feelings and intentions really do affect 

physical reality. The ‘love’ crystals were beautiful, the ‘hate/anger’ crystals were malformed. Emoto’s 

experiments are better understood by examining the principles of Quantum Physics.

Quantum Physics pioneers realised that the structure of the atoms that make up the universe are tiny clouds 

of probability. Reality resembles unset jelly - it is fluid and open to influence. Molecules exist in a state of 

pure potential and will only become  'real and set' once observed. At the quantum level, packets of pulsating 

energy interact with each other continuously and are invisibly connected by a giant web. If something 

happens on one part of the web it will send reverberations through other parts of the web, so in effect - any 

‘event’ at a quantum level, will affect everyone. In simple terms, energy flows where attention goes.

The Big Apple Experiment demonstrates the power and impact that thoughts hold over physical reality and 

how the directed intentions of a leader will enhance or damage the culture, engagement and well-being of 

employees. Anyone can do this experiment because it only requires an apple, two glass jars with lids and a 

couple of sticky labels. The typical outcome from this experiment, if conducted over a two - three week 

period is that negative and toxic thoughts, words and intentions will accelerate the rate of decay in one half 

of an apple. Whilst positive thoughts, words and intentions will prolong the other half’s freshness.
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The Charisma Model 
Charismatic leaders recognise that the quickest way to achieve high performance is when the organisation’s 

culture is collaborative. Whilst processes and managerial acumen are important they do not win the ‘hearts’ 

of employees. Showing employees how to perform their job is not the only factor to ensure high 

performance. Employees need to know why they are performing their job so that their hearts become 

invested within the organisation’s success. 

	  

The Charisma Model shows leaders how to create a growth mindset within themselves and others by 

developing their awareness around the five internal pillars that develop authentic charisma: Self Esteem, 

Sensory Awareness, Vision, Driving Force and Energy. Winning hearts and minds of employees breaks 

down individual and departmental silos as employees become emotionally engaged and invested in the 

corporate vision.

“I engage the services of Tony Robbins, Allan Pease and Jack Canfield. Having seen Nikki Owen hold an audience 

spellbound, she is one of the most authentic and effective speakers I have seen.”  

Niri S Patel, BNI India National Director
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Nikki Owen - Charisma Expert 

Nikki Owen FPSA, International expert in charisma and charismatic leadership  passionately believes that 

charisma is vital to business growth, high performance, health and happiness. In the spirit of a willingness to 

experiment with new concepts and theories at the frontiers of learning and development, Nikki’s thought-

provoking keynotes and masterclasses will challenge, inspire and motivate your leadership team to transform 

their perspective around unleashing their own unique brand of charisma. When you are being true to who 

you really are at your core, your true charisma shines through.    Nikki’s approach to inspirational and 

authentic leadership is completely unique from today’s array of leadership experts.

• 5 years delivering charismatic leadership seminars at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre (2008 - 2012)

• Commentator for Aljazeera Television and The Sunday Tribune during UK election debates in (2010)

• Positivity Advisor to The Expotel Group (2010 - 2012)

• Executive Faculty for Henley Business School (2012)

• Creator of The Big Apple Experiment (impact of disengagement & toxic culture)

• Founder of The Charisma Model 

• Charisma Coach on Sky’s Kitchen Sink to Catwalk series (2010)

• International bestselling autobiography ‘Nicola, A Second Chance to Live’ (1992)

• Author of Charismatic to the Core - a fresh approach to authentic leadership (2015)

• Best New Speaker - Vistage UK and Ireland (2013)

• Winner of London’s Speaker Factor by Professional Speaking Association (2012)

• Rising Star of Academy for Chief Executives (2011)

• Fellow Professional Speaking Association (2014)

Contact information

Website: www.nikkijowen.com

Contact info: Emma Mattingley VA to Nikki Owen:

E: emma.mattingley@audiencewithcharisma.com

T: (UK) 01732 617816 (International) +44 (0)1732 617816
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